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CLUB ZOOM MEETING 

OCTOBER 24, 2020 

12:00 PM 

1. Club registration 

a. Zone4 renewal, membership, updated insurance manual & waiver 

b. Q & A 

i. Zone4 club renewal demo 

ii. The “Event Page” on Zone4 is NOT a list of club activities that needs to be 

submitted to the Division (CCSAM Office) as per Insurance policy 

iii. Club activities/events (not already on CCSAM calendar) needs to be 

submitted to CCSAM Office. Any format works – a Google Doc shared with 

info@ccsam.ca works well (easy to add last minute events/activities). 

iv. Each member or event participant who is not a club member MUST sign a 

waiver, whether that is online through Zone4 (the waiver is a preset form 

element) or a hardcopy that you provide and store in your club records. 

 

2. COVID-19 

a. Protocol and supporting guidelines 

b. Q & A 

i. Each club must develop their own return-to-skiing protocol related to their own 

activities &/or facilities. These do not need to be submitted to or approved by 

CCSAM but you may submit for feedback at your discretion. 

ii. Return to Competition has a link to a risk assessment tool that is helpful to 

clubs and organizers. 

iii. Check the Return to SDP guidelines doc for a link to COVID friendly outdoor 

games. 

 

3. Events 

a. Return to Competition guidelines 

i. RRN feeling working on COVID-friendly adaptations to Wed Night Race 

Series and feeling optimistic for hosting of Falcon Combined. Jackrabbit 

Jamboree not likely.  

ii. KNBC going ahead with plans for Provincials weekend in Feb. incl. 

adaptations to banquet. Costs will be higher. Concerned with possibility that 

participation may be low due to general OVID concern. Many in the room 

indicated they intend to participate. Kids want to race! Safely.  

iii. Birchkin Pumpksi and Sandilands Ski Day planning tentatively. 

b. Zone4 Race Timing training 
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i. 2 day virtual training course with Zone4.  

ii. Can we create an interclub race timing crew who can support CCSAM events 

in future. 

 

4. Venues  

a. Return to Facilities guideline 

b. Bulk order of COVID signage 

i. Laurie and Karin working on designing and producing signs, some clubs have 

replied with the types of signs they would like. Laurie/Karin will follow up. 

 

5. Rural ski club issues 

a. Trail conflicts, shared resolutions 

i. Perennial issue anticipated to increase with increase use of trails this winter. 

ii. Many rural clubs could use signs to remind non skiing trail users to please 

continue to enjoy healthy outdoor activity but to remember ski trails are for 

skiing only (paraphrasing!) 

iii. Laurie would appreciate help with specific message clubs would like to see on 

a sign. If not, we will make the decisions and hope you like it. 

 

6. Group agreed a bi-weekly meeting is preferred to monthly. Karin will send a Doodle poll to 

pick a date. 

 

 


